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1. Welcoming letter 
Esteemed delegates, 

We would like to welcome you all to the Thessaloniki International Student Model 

United Nations (ThessISMUN) 2019 and, more specifically, to the 3rd Committee of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations. As Board members, we are delighted to preside this 

Committee in this year’s conference and to, of course, meet you in person and participate 

with you in the committee sessions, since we are utterly confident that you are capable to 

negotiate, cooperate, debate and argue diplomatically, in order to achieve the goal of the 

Committee.  

This goal is for all of us to expand our knowledge in matters that baffle the 

international community, to sensitise ourselves when it comes to humanitarian and social 

issues, to learn how to be diplomats, and, of course, to enjoy ourselves throughout this whole 

experience. 

This year’s Topic Areas are quite interesting, rather thought-provoking and also of 

very high importance. Therefore, very thorough preparation, attention to detail and accurate 

understanding of the topics are required.  

This Study Guide aims to assist in your preparation for the Committee Sessions for 

the Topic Area B of the Agenda, “Preventing and combating trafficking in human organs and 

trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal”. It is a demanding topic that has only 

been puzzling the United Nations for the last decades but we also find it captivating and far-

reaching. It tackles directly the most basic human rights and it is greatly connected to the 

gravest criminal acts of the modern era. It also showcases inequality and injustice in the most 

raw and straightforward way possible.  

In this paper you will be able to find the most important aspects and facts about the 

issue so that you get inspired and begin your own personal research in accordance to where 

the study guide’s main focus is. Keep in mind that all your research shall be agreeable to your 

country’s policy on the matter so that you enable yourselves-as diplomats- to build alliances 

and defend your positions. We have a matter at hand that is challenging to grasp and debate 

but what is the point for it to be easy? 

In conclusion, you may reach us at any point until the very end of the conference. We 

are here to provide guidance and support, answer your inquiries, and make further 

explanations, if needed. Take this chance that you have been given and gain a new experience 

full of new knowledge, acquaintances, confidence and diplomatic courtesy. Use your time 
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wisely and be prepared, start your research and understand the world around you step by step. 

We cannot wait to yield the floor to you and hear your thesis! 

Yours sincerely, 

Fotini Zarogianni, Chair 

Irene Giannopoulou, Co-Chair 

 

 

2. Introduction to the committee 
The 3rd Committee of the United Nations General Assembly is one of the six main 

thematic Committees of the United Nations General Assembly. Along with the other five 

specialised Committees and the UNGA itself, the 3
rd

 Committee was established in 1945 
1
.  

The 3
rd

 GA Committee is the primary forum for the discussion upon all social, 

cultural and humanitarian issues, as well as human rights questions, including Special Reports 

of the Human Rights Council 
2
. According to the official UNGA website, the topics that the 

Committee is allowed to address include the following: “questions relating to the 

advancement of women, the protection of children, indigenous issues, the treatment of 

refugees, the promotion of fundamental freedoms through the elimination of racism and 

racial discrimination, the right to self- determination,  social development questions such as 

issues related to youth, family, ageing, persons with disabilities, crime prevention, criminal 

justice, and international drug control”
3
. 

The Committee operates under the rules of the United Nations General Assembly, 

which constitute Chapter IV of the Charter of the United Nations. Resolutions passed within 

its context are not binding 
4
. On the contrary, they constitute a set of recommendations for 

the Member States to ratify and in accordance to which Member States will adjust themselves 

5
. In order to be fully aware of possible proposals and recommendations set within the 

																																																								
1 	Ishr.ch.	 (2018).	 [online]	 Available	 at:	

https://www.ishr.ch/sites/default/files/article/files/ishr_3rd_com_handbook_eng_web.pdf	 [Accessed	 21	

Nov.	2018].	
2	Un.org.	 (2018).	 UN	 General	 Assembly	 -	 Third	 Committee	 -	 Social,	 Humanitarian	 &	 Cultural.	 [online]	

Available	at:	http://www.un.org/en/ga/third/	[Accessed	20	Nov.	2018].	
3	Ibid.		
4	Humanrights.ch.	(2018).	UN	General	Assembly	/	Third	Committee	-	humanrights.ch.	[online]	Available	at:	

https://www.humanrights.ch/en/standards/un-institutions/ga/	[Accessed	20	Nov.	2018].	
5	Ibid.		
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Committee’s mandate, we totally advise you to examine past recommendations of the 3
rd

 

Committee, that can found in its official website 
6
.  

The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) is the main 

substantive secretariat to the 3
rd

 Committee
7
. The works of the Committee are attended by all 

193 sovereign UN Member States, while non-Member States (e.g. Holy See, State of 

Palestine) or other entities may be granted the “Permanent Observer” status and, thus, attend 

and participate in the Committee deliberations by holding the rights of a Full Member, apart 

from the right to vote, to sponsor, and to nominate candidates
8
.  

cul 

3. Trafficking in human organs and trafficking in persons 

for the purpose of organ removal; An Introduction 
     Organ trafficking is considered to be one of the most brutal criminal acts of the past 

decades
9
. It underlines the fact that massive developments in medicine and technological 

advancements, such as saving a life by transplanting organs from a person or cadaver to a 

patient, unfortunately go hand in hand with organized crime actions that take advantage of the 

human body and underestimate a person’s self-determination.  

Before introducing anything else, it should be clear that trafficking in human organs 

and trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal are two separate crimes of a 

different nature and they shall not be viewed as one
10

. Having mentioned that, it should be 

stated that those two crimes are sometimes, if not most of the times, committed inseparably
11

. 

There is a vast scale of criminal actions that are part of organ trafficking- they vary from an 

illicit kidney removal that occurs after the donor’s –or victim’s- coercion and exploitation 

from an agent to even a murder of a victim for the purpose of removing a vital organ, such as 

the heart. There have not been any murders for the purpose of organ removal that have been 

officially reported, and therefore this will not be mentioned furthermore as a case to analyze, 

except the killings of prisoners in China for organ removal which is a topic elaborated in this 

study guide.  

Another important aspect of the matter is that it is of a transnational nature
12

. The 

“players of the game”, some of them being the donors, the recipients, the surgeons, the 

criminal agents, the heads of the criminal organizations and the travel agents, are plenty and 

																																																								
6	Ibid,	2.		
7 	Unitar.org.	 (2018).	 [online]	 Available	 at:	

https://www.unitar.org/ny/sites/unitar.org.ny/files/UN_PGA_Handbook.pdf	[Accessed	21	Nov.	2018].	
8 	Un.org.	 (2018).	 About	 Permanent	 Observers.	 [online]	 Available	 at:	

http://www.un.org/en/sections/member-states/about-permanent-observers/index.html	 [Accessed	 18	

Nov.	2018].	
9
 L.Kalb, S.Negri, The criminal justice response to human organ trafficking and trafficking persons for the purpose 

of organ removal, JOURNAL OF TRAFFICKING AND HUMAN EXPLOITATION; VOL. 1, NR. 2, 187-210, 

2017 
10

 Assessment Toolkit for Trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal, United Nations Office on 

Drugs and Crime (UNODC), 2015 pp.17-21 
11

 Ibid. pp.22 
12

 Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Office of the Special Representative and Co-

ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF ORGAN REMOVAL IN THE OSCE REGION: Analysis and Findings (2013) pp.10 
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hard to track down but, most interestingly, they usually come from and operate in different 

parts of the world
13

. For instance, the headquarters of a criminal organization may be in 

Egypt, the agents could be in Syria to gather victims there, and the recipient could be living 

anywhere around the world. The donor or their organs will travel across the globe to meet the 

recipient. The money will travel along.  

Therefore, the issue under discussion is a great example of the effects of globalization 

and actually its negative effects, that truly expands all over the world with very few-if any- 

exceptions and all Member-States are urged to be involved in its solution. It is, in other 

words, a public health issue that touches everyone in the international community and lives 

off the incapacities of national health systems, the gap between supply and demand of organs 

and the lack of appropriate regulatory frameworks
14

.  

The victims of the crime are the socially vulnerable groups of our time- refugees, 

children, prisoners and those who live in developing countries, in terrible living 

circumstances with extremely low incomes.
15

 The 3d Committee of the UN General 

Assembly calls for the protection of those citizens of the world in its mandate
16

.  

How can the mandate’s expectations be reached? How can the problem be solved? 

Has it been discussed enough and sufficiently for it to be in the right path to be solved? Are 

all Member-States ready to claim responsibility for letting such unethical actions occur? What 

can be done both in the near future but also in the long run to prevent the citizens of the world 

from literally removing parts of their bodies to earn money or even losing their lives or 

mental and physical well-being? 

 

4. Definitions 
    4.1 Organ  
      Two similar definitions for a human organ are the following; 

   a)“An organ is a self-contained group of tissues that performs a specific function      in the 

body. The heart, liver and stomach are examples of organs in humans.”
17

 

   b) “Organ, in biology, is a group of tissues in a living organism that have adapted to 

perform a specific function. In higher animals, organs are grouped in organ    systems; e.g., 

the esophagus, stomach and liver are organs of the digestive system.”
18

  

 

4.2 Organ transplantation 
Organ transplantation is a surgical process that requires organs either from a deceased 

or a living donor, more specifically; 

“An organ transplant is a surgical operation in which a failing or damaged organ in the 

human body is removed and replaced with a functioning one. The donated organ may be from 

a deceased donor, a living donor, or an animal. In some cases an artificial organ is used. 

Cadaveric organ donation involves removing organs from a recently deceased donor. Living 

organ donation involves the donation of one of a paired organ (such as kidneys) or a portion 

																																																								
13

 Assessment Toolkit for Trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal, United Nations Office on 

Drugs and Crime (UNODC), 2015  pp.24-27 
14

 D. A. Budiani-Saberi, F. L. Delmonico, Organ trafficking and transplant tourism: a commentary on the global 

realities, Am J Transplant, Volume 8(5) (2008), pp. 926. 
15

 UN The Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Resolution 25/1 Preventing and combating 

trafficking in human organs and trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal 
16

  General Assembly of the United Nations (Third Committee) 
17

  organ; Organ Definition in Biology Dictionary (https://biologydictionary.net/organ/) 
18

  organ; Organ - Anatomy in Encyclopedia Britannica (https://www.britannica.com/science/organ-biology) 
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of an organ (such as a lobe of the liver or lung). The donor's organ system is still able to 

function after the donation.”
19

 

      The World Health Organization defines organ transplantation as; 

     “Organ transplantation is often the only treatment for end state organ failure, such as 

liver and heart failure. Although end stage renal disease patients can be treated through 

other renal replacement therapies, kidney transplantation is generally accepted as the 

best treatment both for quality of life and cost effectiveness. Kidney transplantation is by 

far the most frequently carried out transplantation globally. The procurement of organs 

for transplantation involves the removal of organs from the bodies of deceased persons. 

This removal must follow legal requirements, including the definition of death and 

consent. Kidney donation by well selected living donors with good health coverage carries 

negligible risks. This can only be ensured through rigorous selection procedures, careful 

surgical nephrectomy and follow up of the donor to ensure the optimal management of 

untoward consequences.”(World Health Organization)
20

 

4.3 Trafficking in human organs, tissues or cells and transplant commercialism 

(THOTC) 
       THOTC may be defined as; 

 “The handling of any human organ, tissue or cell obtained and transacted outside the legal 

national system for organ transplantation’.  The term ‘trafficking in Organs Tissues and Cells 

(OTC)” focuses on the trafficking of human body parts deriving from either living or 

deceased persons (donors). This kind of trafficking has a wide scope: it may occur as buying 

and selling of organs/tissues from living persons, but also as stealing organs/tissues from 

deceased persons (at autopsy, in the morgue).
21

 

Transplant commercialism is“a policy or practice in which an organ is treated as a 

commodity, including by being bought or sold or used for material gain."
22

 

 

 

4.4 Trafficking in persons 
Trafficking in persons is defined as; 

“(a) the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of 

the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of 

the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments 

or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the 

purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the 

prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery 

or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs;  

(b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in 

subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth in 

subparagraph (a) have been used;  

																																																								
19

  What is an organ transplantation? Ethics of Organ Transplantation pp.5, Center of Bioethics – University of 

Minnesota (February 2004) (https://www.ahc.umn.edu/img/assets/26104/Organ_Transplantation.pdf) 
20

  human organ transplantation;  World Health Organization (https://www.who.int/transplantation/organ/en/) 
21

  trafficking in human organs, Directorate for External Policies European Parliament (2015)  pp.18 

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/549055/EXPO_STU%282015%29549055_EN.pdf) 
22

 Definitions; Transplant Commercialism, The Declaration of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and Transplant 

Tourism (2008) (http://files.sld.cu/trasplante/files/2010/08/declaracion-estambul.pdf) 
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(c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of a child for the purpose 

of exploitation shall be considered “trafficking in persons” even if this does not involve any 

of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article;  

(d) “Child” shall mean any person under eighteen years of age.” (Article 3 of the UN 

Palermo Protocol)
23

 

 

4.5 Trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal 
One could define the previous term as follows; 

“Organ trafficking is the recruitment, transport, transfer, harboring or receipt of living or 

deceased persons or their organs by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of 

coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of 

vulnerability, or of the giving to, or the receiving by, a third party of payments or benefits to 

achieve the transfer of control over the potential donor, for the purpose of exploitation by the 

removal of organs for transplantation”
24

 

 

 4.6 Transplant tourism or travel for transplantation  
      In accordance with the definition of organ trafficking, transplant tourism is; 

“Travel for transplantation is the movement of organs, donors, recipients or transplant 

professionals across jurisdictional borders for transplantation purposes. Travel for 

transplantation becomes transplant tourism if it involves organ trafficking and/or transplant 

commercialism or if the resources (organs, professionals and transplant centres) devoted to 

providing transplants to patients from outside a country undermine the country’s ability to 

provide transplant services for its own population.”
25

 

 

4.7 Donor 
According to the World Health Organization, a donor is; 

“A deceased or living person from whom at least one solid organ or part of it has been 

recovered for the purpose of transplantation.”
26

 

Complementary, a deceased donor is; 

“A human being declared, by established medical criteria, to be dead and from whom cells, 

tissues or organs were recovered for the purpose of transplantation. The possible medical 

criteria are: 

 - Deceased Heart Beating Donor (Donor after Brain Death): Is a donor who was declared 

dead and diagnosed by means of neurological criteria.  

- Deceased Non-Heart Beating Donor (Donor after Cardiac Death) = Non-heart beating 

donor (NHBD): Is a donor who was declared dead and diagnosed by means of cardio-

pulmonary criteria.”
27

 

 

 

																																																								
23

 Definition of Trafficking, The Palermo Protocol art.3 (2006) 

(http://www.kirkleessafeguardingchildren.co.uk/managed/File/Info%20for%20Professionals/2016-01-27%20-

%20The%20Palermo%20Protocol%20-%20Definition%20of%20Trafficking.pdf) 
24

 Definitions; Organ Trafficking, The Declaration of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and Transplant Tourism 

(2008) (http://files.sld.cu/trasplante/files/2010/08/declaracion-estambul.pdf) 
25

 Definitions; Travel for transplantation and transplant tourism, The Declaration of Istanbul on Organ 

Trafficking and Transplant Tourism (2008) (http://files.sld.cu/trasplante/files/2010/08/declaracion-estambul.pdf) 

 
26

 26. Donor Global Glossary of Terms and Definitions on Donation and Transplantation (2009) | WHO 

(http://www.who.int/transplantation/activities/GlobalGlossaryonDonationTransplantation.pdf) 
27

 20. Deceased Donor Global Glossary of Terms and Definitions on Donation and Transplantation (2009) | WHO  
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4.8 Recipient 
In contrast with a donor, a recipient is defined by the WHO as; 

“The human being into whom allogeneic human cells, tissues or organs were transplanted.”
28

 

 

4.9 Supply countries 
       Organ-exporting or supply countries are those countries “where organs from local 

donors are regularly transplanted to foreigners through sale and purchase”, such as India, 

Pakistan, China, Nepal, Republic of Moldova, Brazil, Israel, Turkey and others.
29

 

 

4.10 Demand countries 
        Organ-importing or demand countries are “the countries of origin of the patients going 

overseas to purchase organs for transplantation”, such as Australia, Canada, Japan, Saudi 

Arabia the United States of America and others.
30

 

 

 4.11 Waiting list for organ transplants 
According to the WHO, 

“The list of candidates registered to receive a human cell, tissue and organ transplant.”
31

 

 

 

 

4.12 Black market 
A black market can be described as; 

“Illegal trading of goods that are not allowed to be bought and sold, or that there are not 

enough of for everyone who wants them.”
32

 

 

4.13 Organized crime and criminal organization 
Organized crime is referred as; 

“Organized crime refers to criminal activities which involve large numbers of people and are 

organized and controlled by a small group.”
33

 

and a criminal organization is characterized by the UN Office on Drugs and Crime as; 

• “a group of three or more persons that was not randomly formed; 

• existing for a period of time; 

• acting in concert with the aim of committing at least one crime punishable by at least 

four years' incarceration; 

• in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit.”
34

 

 

																																																								
28

 59. Recipient Global Glossary of Terms and Definitions on Donation and Transplantation (2009), WHO 
29

 The organ-exporting countries, Bulletin of the WHO; The state of the international organ trade; a provisional 

picture based on integration of available information, Yosuke Shimazono (2007-8) 

(http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/85/12/06-039370/en/) 
30

 The organ-importing countries, Bulletin of the WHO; The state of the international organ trade; a provisional 

picture based on integration of available information, Yosuke Shimazono (2007-8)  

 
31

 81. Waiting List (WL) Global Glossary of Terms and Definitions on Donation and Transplantation (2009), WHO 
32

  black market; The Cambridge Dictionary (https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/black-market) 
33

 organized crime; definition and meaning Collins Dictionary 

(https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/organized-crime) 
34

 Transnational Organized Crime, UNODC (https://www.unodc.org/ropan/en/organized-crime.html) 
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5. Historical and Factual background 
Organ transplantation is a medical operation that, especially during the past decades, 

is being performed casually by surgeons worldwide. The most common organ that is being 

transplanted from either deceased donors or living donors is the kidney
35

.  

Crucial for such successful results after the surgery is the post medical care
36

, which 

will be discussed in detail later in this study guide. Transplantations of other organs, such as 

the liver, the heart, the lungs, the pancreas, the small bowel and others are quite common as 

well. Living donors may donate, besides a kidney, parts of their lung, their liver or pancreas
37

. 

If not, organs are taken for transplantations from cadavers, in accordance with the country’s 

legislation.  

 

5.1 “Opt-out” and “opt-in systems”
38

 
Some countries have obtained legislative frameworks that automatically categorize 

deceased people as donors, unless there has been a specific request for the contrary
39

. That is 

called an opt-out system and it has been obtained by countries such as Austria, Chile, Spain 

and Belgium
40

. Categorizing by default the deceased as donors has proved to result in waiting 

lists for organ donations to run in a faster pace and that is why the question of obtaining opt-

out systems has surfaced
41

. Countries that do not have opt-out systems follow the opt-in 

system, in which people have to actively sign up to donate their organs after death, such as 

Germany, the USA and Greece. There are soft or hard opt-in or opt-out systems.
42

  
 

 

5.2 Statistic overview, key characteristics and main questions 
According to the Global Observatory of Donation and Transplantation, 135,860 

organs were transplanted in 2016 with 89,823 of them being kidneys
43

. Heart transplantation 

activities reached the number of 7,626 and liver transplantation activities reached the number 

of 30,352. 
44

 

																																																								
35

 Global Observatory of Donation and Transplantation WHO-ONT (http://www.transplant-observatory.org/) 
36

 NHS overview; Kidney Transplant (https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/kidney-transplant/) 
37

 Discovery Health – Which organs can I donate while I’m living? (https://www.sharecare.com/health/organ-

transplants-and-health-care/which-organs-donate-while-living) 
38

 Organ donation; is an opt-in or opt-out system better? by James McIntosh, Medical News Today, September 

2014 (https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/282905.php) 
39

 Y. Shimazono, Bulletin of the WHO; The state of the international organ trade; a provisional picture based on 

integration of available information, 2007-8 

 
40

 Ibid. 
41

 Ibid. 
42

 Irish Department of Health; Consent for organ donation (https://health.gov.ie/wp-

content/uploads/2014/04/consentoptions.pdf) 
43

 Global Observatory of Donation and Transplantation WHO-ONT (http://www.transplant-observatory.org/) 

 
44

 Global Observatory of Donation and Transplantation WHO-ONT (http://www.transplant-observatory.org/) 
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source; Global Observatory on Donation and Transplantation (GODT), WHO-ONT (2016) 

The most important and at the same time complex question that arises from this 

statistic information is; How many of these organs were transplanted in accordance to state 

legislation and how many of them were the result of international organ trade? Admittedly, 

activities related to human organ trafficking and the trafficking of persons for the purpose of 

organ removal include and demand certain characteristics of a rather specific nature that may 

make it difficult for researchers to identify and tackle the problem
45

.  

The transnational aspect of the phenomenon, the unknown and difficult to understand 

modus operandi of the criminal networks involved, the lack of known experiences of organ 

sellers, buyers and doctors, the criminal involvement of transplant professionals-such as doc. 

Yusuf Ercin Sonmez, or commonly known as “Dr. Frankenstein
46

”-, the corruption of 

hospitals, the manipulation of medical insurers and the very technical nature of certain 

processes from medical professionals are a few aspects that co-create a mosaic of complexity 

that demands thorough research, that has yet to reach a safely reliable point
47

.  

Documentation started becoming more consistent and detailed just in the 1980s and 

even more specific and in the field during the 2000s
48

. Some of the first accounts of organ 

purchases during the ‘80s were identified because there were patients in the Gulf States 

(USA) that urgently needed medical follow-up care after receiving kidney transplants in 

India
49

. The past 15 years were the most intense ones when it comes to NGO overviews and 

reports from a variety of sources.  By analyzing media reports, academic research and human 

rights investigations the information is still rather scarce.  

The World Health Organization estimated in 2007 that 5-10% of organ transplants 

were illegal, that 10% of kidney transplants, more specifically, were a result of transplant 

tourism and that “every sixty minutes an organ is sold in the black market”.
50

 Information 

																																																								
45

 Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Office of the Special Representative and Co-

ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings “TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF ORGAN REMOVAL IN THE OSCE REGION: Analysis and Findings” (2013) pp.10 

 
46

 P. Lewis, The doctor at the heart of Kosovo’s organ scandal, The Guardian (2010) 

(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/dec/17/kosovo-medicus-organ-clinic) 
47

 see reference 45 
48

 see reference 45 
49

 Trafficking in Human Organs, Directorate for External Policies European Parliament (2015)  pp.11-13 
50

 see reference 39 
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also shows that 5.000 people sell an organ illegally each year
51

. In 2011, the profits of organ 

trade were estimated from 600 million up to 1.2 billion USD per year
52

. One of the most 

characteristic examples of the expansion of organ trade worldwide is the “Kidney Village”, 

the village of Hokshe in Nepal
53

, where approximately 70 out of the 300 residents have sold 

their kidney to the black market.  

The great gap between the supply and the demand of organs in most waiting lists 

globally has given a huge push to the black market to spread its dynamic in organ trade as 

well
54

. The need for organs is quite large, since it has been officially reported that 20 people 

die each day due to organ shortage and every 10 minutes another person is added to a waiting 

list for organ transplantation
55

. “When something isn’t freely available, a black market exists 

[…] someone will keep living and someone else will earn more cash than they would earn in 

a year or two of village labor.”
56

 

The first realization that one could make when analyzing information on human 

trafficking for organ removal and organ trade is that the people involved in removing organs 

from others and selling them in order to profit take advantage of the most vulnerable and 

financially deprived people
57

. Poorness and its exploitation is a vital aspect of human organ 

trafficking
58

. According to a UN Report in 2006, “the general trend is for the routes of organ 

trafficking to lead from South to North, from poor to rich- mostly targeting the poor and the 

vulnerable members of the population.”
59

  

Also, the phenomenon of organ buying and selling is undoubtedly a globally growing 

situation that has been rapidly expanding for the past 10-15 years, involving both developed 

and developing countries and every continent
60

. What does Canada and Somalia have in 

common? It is highly possible that a Canadian citizen has the very same kidney that a 

Somalian refugee may once have had. 

 

 

6. Discussion of the topic, analysis of the subtopics and 

recent developments 
In this section of the study guide the main aspects of the topic are presented but with 

more detailed and thorough information, statistics and facts. Since this is the most elaborated 

part of this present text, most points to be addressed are to be found below. 

 

																																																								
51

 The Transplantation Society (TTS), Meeting for the President-Elect of TTS (2011) 
52

 Y. Shimazono, Bulletin of the WHO; The state of the international organ trade; a provisional picture based on 

integration of available information, 2007-8 
53

 Nepal’s impoverished kidney village; where organs come cheap, Francis Wade, TIME Magazine 2014 
54

 see reference 45 
55

 Ibid. 
56

 Tales from the Organ Trade (2013) directed by Ric Esther Bienstock 
57

 Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Office of the Special Representative and Co-

ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings “TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF ORGAN REMOVAL IN THE OSCE REGION: Analysis and Findings” (2013) pp.18 

 
58

 The Declaration of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and Transplant Tourism Principles no.6 (2008) 
59

 Preventing, combating and punishing trafficking in human organs, Report of the Secretary General UN 

Economic and Social Council, paragraph 8 pp.4 (2006) 
60

 Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Office of the Special Representative and Co-

ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings “TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF ORGAN REMOVAL IN THE OSCE REGION: Analysis and Findings” (2013) pp.18 
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6.1 The transnational nature of the issue and transplant tourism 
    As mentioned previously, transplant tourism occurs when human organs are viewed as 

commodities that travel around the world to serve the buyer. In order to buy an organ there 

has to be someone that sells such “commodity” and another person who is willing to remove 

this certain body part
61

. Evidently, when human organs become commercialized and require 

monetary payment, the altruistic nature of medical operations, especially organ 

transplantations, fails
62

.  

The demand for organs that the altruistic systems fail to fulfill is met only with the 

coexistence of a black market for human organs. The point when a state cannot fulfill the 

need for organ transplants for its own population is the point where trafficking in persons for 

the purpose of organ removal and organ trade are connected and transplant tourism via illegal 

transactions occurs. Transplant tourism is a deeply rooted phenomenon and will be 

maintained as long as the waiting lists for organ transplants are long and insufficient
63

.  

In other words, people who need urgent medical attention due to either end stages of 

chronic diseases which lead to multiple organ failure or when they have damaged internal 

organs, travel to a foreign country to have an organ transplantation. If they follow such path, 

there are no waiting lists
64

 and they can rely on the lack of strict legislative policies
65

 in 

certain countries when it comes to organ donation, such as India or Kosovo
66

. 

But why is it so evident that transplant tourism and organ trade as a whole are of a 

transnational nature? Briefly, organ collectors (either referred to as brokers or agents) travel 

around the world or communicate with people in other countries in order to find suppliers (or 

donors or victims)
67

. Then, the suppliers travel to another country to get surgery.
68

 At the 

same time, recipients (or buyers) travel to the country that the operation will take place to 

meet the supplier –whom they have never met or seen before, most probably
69

. Surgeons 

travel to this country to perform the transplant as well
70

 (this scheme is better explained in the 

“Organized criminal networks and the profiles of the people involved” section).  

The money the recipient is willing to pay the broker who may or may not pay the 

supplier and the money that the doctor will get have the same journey as the people 

involved
71

. All of the above requires the communication of the people in the same network 

that work for the same project but may operate in different parts of the globe so that they 

collect all the pieces of the puzzle
72

.  

It is known for a fact, despite the scarcity of information on the matter, that such 

incidents have been reported in all continents and in many countries of different profiles
73

. In 

short, countries may be separated in three categories- organ-exporting countries (India, Nepal, 

China, Pakistan, Philippines, Republic of Moldova, Brazil, Turkey, Peru, Iraq, Egypt, Iran 

																																																								
61

 Trafficking in organs in Europe (2003) 
62

 Ibid and personal addition 
63

 Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Office of the Special Representative and Co-

ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings “TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF ORGAN REMOVAL IN THE OSCE REGION: Analysis and Findings” (2013) pp.22-23 
64

 United Network for Organ Sharing (US) https://unos.org/ 
65

 Sean Columb, Excavating the organ trade; An empirical study of trading networks in Cairo, Egypt, 2017-18  
66

 N. Scheper-Hughes, The Global Traffic in Human Organs, Current Anthropology, vol.44,no.2, 2000 
67

 UNODC Assessment Toolkit on Trafficking in Persons for the Purpose of Organ Removal  

 
68

 Ibid. 
69

 Ibid. 
70

 see reference 65 pp.24 
71

 see reference 68 
72

 Ibid. 
73

 Ibid. 
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and others), organ-importing countries (USA, Israel
74

, Australia
75

, Canada, Japan, Oman, 

Saudi Arabia, South Africa and others) and countries in which operations take place (Cyprus, 

Kosovo, India, South Africa, Ukraine and others)
76

. 

 
source; UNODC Assessment Toolkit on Trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal 

 
 

 

																																																								
74

 V.Shidlo, Organ Trafficking; The Construction of a Social Problem in Israel, 2003 
75

 Organ Trafficking and Organ Transplant Tourism, Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defense and 

Trade, Law Council of Australia, 2017 
76

 Y. Shimazono, Bulletin of the WHO; The state of the international organ trade; a provisional picture based on 

integration of available information, 2007-8  
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6.2 Protecting live donors from coercion, abuse, exploitation, fraud and physical 

harm and the matter of consent 
     When discussing about international organ trafficking one should not only focus on 

counteracting illegal activities and pin-pointing criminal networks. That is of course 

necessary, but since the issue is a matter that directly affects basic human needs and human 

rights, the protection of the donors-or more realistically, victims- from coercion, physical or 

mental abuse and fraud must be of an utterly high importance
77

.  

One should bear in mind that information about personal experiences and stories of 

organ removal from people that have undergone such processes are few and scarce
78

. 

Apparently, people that have had organs removed (most likely a kidney, since living donors 

are being referenced) are most likely to never open up and speak about their experience and 

its consequences
79

. There is a large stigma towards victims of organ trafficking, either 

because they have been exploited or because they themselves may feel guilty of surpassing 

the ethical context of donating an organ without monetary payment
80

. Some groups are 

accompanied with social discrimination in any case, even if they are victims of organ 

trafficking or not- especially in developing countries where the protection of social 

vulnerability is not often in the spotlight
81

.  

Also, law enforcement, doctors or state departments may be very well aware of organ 

trade operating in a country but due to the corruption of a certain country they may not 

publish reports or information that could be used by the international community to work on 

the matter
82

. (note; check the table on page 47 of the OSCE’s Paper that you may find several 

times in the references and bibliography to see the “Sample victim accounts gathered during research 

into actual reported cases in the OSCE region” for your further understanding). 

When victims are forced to participate in a criminal act, they lose all chances to 

express themselves freely and fleet the situation
83

. Trafficking in persons for the purpose of 

organ removal is a heinous crime that evidently, vulgarly and repeatedly underestimates basic 

human rights
84

. Recruiting, transporting, transferring and harboring victims for organ removal 

requires the violation of; the right to non-discrimination, equality before the law and equal 

protection from the law
85

, the right to life, liberty and security
86

, the right to be free from 

slavery, servitude and forced labor
87

, the right to freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment or punishment
88

, the right to health
89

, the right to participation and access 

to information
90

, the right to an adequate standard of living
91

, the right to food
92

, the right to 

																																																								
77

 Andrijasevic, R. (2014). The Figure of the Trafficked Victim: Gender, Rights and Representation. In M. Evans 

(Ed.), The SAGE Handbook of Feminist Theory (pp. 359-373). SAGE Publications Ltd., University of Bristol 
78

 see reference 45 
79

 R.Rheeder, A global bioethical perspective on organ trafficking; Discrimination, stigmatization and the 

vulnerable, 2017 
80

 Ibid. 
81

 Ibid. 
82

 Nancy Scheper-Hughes, The Global Traffic in Human Organs, Current Anthropology, vol. 41, no.2, April 2000 
83

 Ibid. 
84

 see reference 45 
85

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), Articles 2,6,8 

(http://www.un.org/en/udhrbook/pdf/udhr_booklet_en_web.pdf) 
86

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Articles 3,9 
87

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Articles 4 
88

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 5 
89

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 25 
90

 International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), Article 25 

(https://treaties.un.org/doc/publication/unts/volume%20999/volume-999-i-14668-english.pdf) 
91

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Articles 22,25 
92

 International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), Articles 2,11,23 

(https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cescr.aspx) 
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justice and access of effective remedy and the right to seek asylum and to be protected from 

torture and inhuman or degrading treatment
9394

.  

The suppliers of organs are victimized by the agents or middlemen or brokers that 

follow the orders of the criminal organization they participate in
95

. Live donors must be 

thoroughly informed of the possible risks of organ transplantation, the benefits that may arise 

and the consequences of the whole process
96

. This information should be transferred by 

people that are in the right and just position to transfer such information in the most detailed 

but at the same time understandable fashion
97

. They shall not be benefiting from this 

communication with the donor since that may mean that they would hide certain aspects of 

the process or change important parts of it to deceive the person that will be operated
98

. The 

donor should also be a person that is legally competent and capable of understanding and they 

shall be deciding whether they want to continue to the operation willingly and free from any 

harmful influence
99

. 

Additionally, it is imperative to mention the matter of consent
100

. Consent is one of 

the most essential requirements for a medical intervention in a person’s body, especially when 

it comes to removing an organ
101

. Consent is needed both when it comes to living or deceased 

donors
102

. However, they way it may be given varies according to a country’s legislation
103

. 

What is evident worldwide though is that when someone has been threatened and exploited 

via force, coercion, abduction, fraud and deception, abuse of power, vulnerability of a certain 

position or monetary transactions, the procedure is not a consensual one by any means
104

. 

Superficial consent is utterly irrelevant when the aforementioned have occurred and when 

value of life and freedom are underestimated
105

. In some cases, consent must be expressed in 

written form or before an official point of contact
106

. 

 

6.3 Preventing the removal of organs between vulnerable groups  
     In the World Health Organization’s “Guiding Principles on Human Cell, Tissue and Organ 

Transplantation” it is clearly stated that the decision to remove an organ must be an honest, 

well-informed choice, which “requires full, objective, and locally relevant information and 

excludes vulnerable persons who are incapable of fulfilling the requirements for voluntary 

and knowledgeable consent”
107

.  

In Article 3 of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol” indicates that the ‘mere 
existence of proven vulnerability is not sufficient to support a prosecution that alleges the 

																																																								
93

 Convention against Torture (CAT) – OHCHR, Article 12,13,14 

(https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cat.aspx) 
94

 Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Office of the Special Representative and Co-

ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings “TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF ORGAN REMOVAL IN THE OSCE REGION: Analysis and Findings” (2013) pp.45-48 
95

 Ibid. 
96

 Ibid. 
97

 Assessment Toolkit on Trafficking in Persons for the Purpose of Organ Removal, UNODC, 2015, pp.15 

(https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-

trafficking/2015/UNODC_Assessment_Toolkit_TIP_for_the_Purpose_of_Organ_Removal.pdf) 

 
98

 see reference 93 
99

 see reference 96 
100

 Ibid. 
101

 Ibid. 
102

 Ibid. 
103

 Ibid. 
104

 Ibid. 
105

 Ibid. 
106

 Ibid.  
107

 World Health Organization, Guiding Principles on human cell, tissue and organ transplantation 
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abuse of a position of vulnerability as the means by which a specific ‘act’ was undertaken. In 

such cases both the existence of vulnerability and the abuse of that vulnerability must be 

established by credible evidence.’ […] ‘The existence of vulnerability is best assessed on a 

case-by-case basis, taking into consideration the personal, situational or circumstantial 

situation of the alleged victim’
108

. This means that a vulnerable person’s situation may be 

easily hidden and their consent may be effortlessly forged by those who operate depending on 

carefully scripted cover-up stories and corruption
109

. 

 

6.3. 1 Impoverished people 
This world is full of injustice and inequalities that are more evident through financial 

differences. International crime takes advantage of people’s poverty. Unfortunately, in the 

crimes of international human organ trade and trafficking persons for the purpose of organ 

removal, the source for the organs are the indigent, the poor, the vulnerable and the persons 

who want them are the rich and wealthy who are able to pay 100.000 US dollars for a 

kidney
110

.  

When a farmer that lives in a dent in a village in Nepal and makes less than 5 USD 

per one or two weeks is promised to make the money that they would make in one or two 

years of labor at once, it is highly possible that they will accept
111

. They are tricked into 

thinking that they are helping a person to live and that they are contributing to an act of 

solidarity
112

. However, they are not informed about the ethical and altruistic nature that such 

donations must have
113

. They are also being deceived, since most of the times they are given a 

lot less money than promised- if not at all
114

. This way, they are still living in severe poverty 

and are also left with one kidney, for instance, which puts their health in danger if not taken 

constant care of
115

. When health issues occur after the operation, victims suffer in pain and 

they are not able to work, especially labor jobs, which means that they are left unemployed 

and desperate for the rest of their lives
116

. Usually, the profile of impoverished donors is 

males around 20-40 years old in developing countries that are willing to aid their families and 

this is one of the few chances they have to do so
117

. 

																																																								
108

 The Palermo Protocol art.3 (2006) 
109

 personal addition as a result of reading the Palermo Protocol 
110

 CCPCJ, Resolution 25/1, Preventing and combating trafficking in human organs and trafficking persons for the 

purpose of organ removal 
111

 personal addition  
112

 Q&A: Organ Trafficking in Nepal, Al Jazeera article, 2016 
113

 Ibid. 
114

 Q&A: Organ Trafficking in Nepal, Al Jazeera article, 2016 

(https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2016/09/qa-organ-trafficking-nepal-160911111556734.html) 
115

 R.Rheeder, A global bioethical perspective on organ trafficking; Discrimination, stigmatization and the 

vulnerable, 2017 

 
116

 Ibid. 
117

 see reference 43 
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source; Bulletin of the WHO, Yosuke Shimazono, December 2007 

 

 

6.3.2 Children  
Any person under the age of 18 is considered a child by international law

118
. When it 

comes to trafficking in children, for the purpose of organ removal specifically, consenting to 

an organ transplant is even more insignificant and it is pointless to even refer to it as a 

possible justification of the act
119

. According to the Optional Protocol to the Convention on 

the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography
120

, it 

is enough for a situation to be considered as child trafficking if the underage victim is being 

recruited, transferred, transported, harbored or received
121

.  

The bigger picture does not have to include deception, force or abuse of a position of 

vulnerability. Of course, when it comes to trafficking for the purpose of organ removal, it is 

most likely that the latter are included, making such exploitation an even more horrific 

criminal act. During a UN press interview, it was mentioned that 18,000 Syrian children were 

victims of organ harvesting in Turkish hospitals, where they were being treated for minor 

injuries- that has yet to be completely confirmed
122

. 

 

 

6.3.3 Refugees 

One of the most vulnerable groups of the international scene that really does 

experience the effects of conflict and international dispute, are refugees
123

. Unfortunately, 

refugees do fall under the category of the victims of international organ trade, due to the 

situation that they are found into. Brokers and criminal groups in general that focus on organ 

trade defend their actions by saying that “simply” taking an organ from someone that is 

																																																								
118

 The Palermo Protocol, Article 3 (2006) 
119

 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) 
120

 UN Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution 

and child pornography (2002) (https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/opsccrc.aspx) 
121

 see references 117, 118 and 119 
122

 UN press interview (2014) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJteT03PrGI  
123

 Campana, P. and Varese, F. (2016), ‘Exploitation in Human Trafficking and Smuggling’, European Journal on 

Criminal Policy and Research, pp.11 
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fleeting war is a very minimum act in comparison to what they have experienced in a 

warzone
124

.  

For instance, according to a BBC report, a broker in Beirut, Lebanon, states that "I do 

exploit people” and that “many could easily have died at home in Syria, and that giving up an 

organ is nothing in comparison to the horrors they have already experienced”
125

."I'm 

exploiting them," he says, "and they're benefitting."Refugees that become victims of organ 

trafficking and have non-vital organs removed (such as a kidney or even an eye) accept such 

offers because they are aiming to a better life in a country where there is no conflict
126

. If they 

do not have the means to afford going to a safe country, some of them are willing to do 

anything to provide for themselves and their families, even if this means one less organ and 

lower quality of health
127

.  

There are a lot of Syrian, Somalian, Eritrean and Sudanese refugees who are trying to 

get to Europe but they do not have the money to do so and hence, they sell an organ and that 

pays for their transfer to a European country
128

. They take advantage of “middle” countries, 

such as Egypt
129

, and their loose legal framework and controlling of such criminal 

incidents
130

. In a report presented in the European Parliament in 2012 it was stated that 

African refugees were exploited and were found dead in the Senai desert with their organs 

missing by corrupt Egyptian doctors
131

. 

 

6.3.4 Prisoners 
Another group that may easily be exploited are prisoners

132
. Organ removal from 

prisoners is not a crime that is expanded throughout the world, meaning that there haven’t 

been reports of it in many countries
133

. It is, however, part of the construction of the 

aforementioned transnational nature of international organ trafficking
134

. A large number of 

reports of organ harvesting have been published about the People’s Republic of China
135

, 

making the country become one of the most important case studies when it comes to research 

of organ harvesting from imprisoned people
136

. 
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 see reference 131 
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 Organ Harvesting in China, Directorate for Internal Policies, European Parliament (2016) 
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6.4 Substandard medical services and medical complications 
     One can easily realize that when a medical operation is committed illegally and in secrecy 

it cannot be of high quality
137

. That has been proven through the surgeries suppliers or victims 

have had, that have caused a number of irregularities in their health
138

.  

In cases that death is not necessary to remove a (vital) organ from someone, still, 

death may not be avoided
139

. There have been numerous incidents in which victims that 

underwent surgery could not make it through
140

. More specifically, due to the substandard 

medical services anesthesiologists, surgeons, nephrologists (when it comes to kidney 

malfunctions and transplants), nurses and other medical staff provide, many medical 

complications are caused pre-operation, during the operation and post-operation
141

. Viruses 

are transmitted to the suppliers due to low quality hospitals, such as the HIV virus or hepatitis 

B or C
142

. Serious diseases may be caused, like AIDS, hypertension, chronic renal disease, 

diabetes and others
143

.   

It should also be mentioned that the medical personnel, from the doctors to the staff, 

completely underestimate the altruistic and ethical nature organ donation ought to have when 

committing illegal transplants in hospitals that are not authorized
144

. When, in other words, 

they remove organs from people that have been exploited and have not had the required 

treatment before going into the surgery room
145

.  

The actors of health care services are unreliable
146

. In detail, hospitals do not 

necessarily have to be places where illegal operations are performed but in some cases, like in 

the South African Nectare case
147

, they act as the brokers themselves- the suppliers are aware 

of the illegal medical activity the hospital engages in and they approach the facility. Also, the 

laboratories that examine urine and blood tests both from the supplier and the recipient to 

check if they are matching to commit together in, usually a kidney, transplant quite often 

forge the results and announce “a matching pair” when in reality it is not
148

. That may not 

only cause a failed organ transplant and leave the recipient with the same problems as before 

the operation but also put the supplier’s life in danger
149

. 

Finally, the brokers or, in other words, the middlemen seek the success of the deal 

between the supplier and the recipient by misleading hospital personnel who are unaware of 

illicit undertakings
150

. They come up with carefully scripted cover-up stories to convince that 

the donation is a purely voluntary act
151

. They also forge legal documents that prove that the 

transplantation is between relatives, when in reality the supplier and the recipient have never 

met each other, and they live in completely different environments and under contradictory 

circumstances
152

.  
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6.5 The need for physical and mental follow-up care for donors and the 

consequences of its absence 
     From the aforementioned it is obvious that the victims or donors are not treated the way a 

patient is meant to be taken care of. Post surgery follow-up care is vital for the patient’s well-

being and -when it comes to organ removal- also survival
153

. The victims of criminal 

networks that are tricked into giving an organ are never sufficiently informed about the 

consequences such operations usually cause and that there may not be any post medical 

care
154

.  

An organ removal, especially when it comes to kidney donations, is presented to 

them as a medical intervention of great simplicity that shall not be problematic to their health 

by any means
155

. However, “trafficking for the purpose of organ removal entails life-long 

health consequences for victims”
156

.  

Year by year, donors that have not received the required aftermath care, experience a 

deterioration of their health and are forced to adjust to a lower quality of life
157

. More 

specifically, they become weaker, feel dizzy, experience pain and suffer from seizures
158

. 

That does not allow them to intensively work labor jobs
159

. Victims of organ trade, as 

mentioned previously, are low class workers and the inability to perform labor jobs is 

catastrophic for their daily lives and most of the times leads them to an even worse point than 

the one that they were before agreeing to an organ removal
160

. Their levels of self-sufficiency 

decrease constantly
161

.  

Inevitably, this physical health state goes hand in hand with mental disorders due to 

the high level of anxiety and depression victims experience after realizing that they have been 

exploited and that the absence of follow up care caused them insufficiencies that will haunt 

them till the very end
162

. There is a great need of psychological counseling, at least
163

. 

Solutions for the victims’ participation in economic and social activities that will aid them to 

have a decent quality of life are to be found
164

. 

 

6.6 Organized criminal networks and the profiles of the people involved  
As stated by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, “the organized crime is 

considered to be a changing and flexible phenomenon. Many of the benefits of globalization 

such as easier and faster communication, movement of finances and international travel, have 

also created opportunities for transnational organized criminal groups to flourish, diversify 

and expand their activities. Traditional, territorial-based criminal groups have evolved or 

have been partially replaced by smaller and more flexible networks with branches across 

several jurisdictions. In the course of an investigation, victims, suspects, organized criminal 
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groups and proceeds of crime may be located in many States. Moreover, organized crime 

affects all States, whether as countries of supply, transit or demand.”
165

 

International organ trade and trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal 

are a significant form of transnational organized crime
166

. Identifying and tracking down the 

modus operandi of criminal networks associated with organ or human being trafficking for 

organ harboring is a process of great complexity
167

.  

However, mainly through the analysis of academic research and media reports, 

transnational organ trade could be characterized as “well-organized and extremely mobile”
168

. 

A number of actors operating in coordination allow criminal networks to become 

successful
169

. One role within the network completes the other and each step follows the 

previous one organically
170

. In order for a criminal network to be “successful”, there has to be 

coercion, fraud and exploitation against marginalized and vulnerable groups of the 

international community that are desperate to alleviate their poverty and accept to having an 

organ removed (note that such incidents are reported in relation to kidney removal)
171

. Then, 

the recipient in desperate need of an organ transplant is connected with the supplier via the 

network and finally, with the participation of travel agents, private hotels, private hospitals 

and medical professionals, the supplier and recipient travel to the country where the operation 

will take place and “exchange” the fulfillment of their needs- money for the first and 

extension of livelihood for the second
172

. It should be once again stated that the victims don’t 

always get the fee they were promised by the brokers
173

. Moreover, a characteristic of 

contemporary criminal groups is that there is not a clear division of tasks and responsibilities 

for each member
174

. There are different roles, of course, but sometimes there is an overlap of 

responsibilities. Furthermore, some members have multiple roles in the group
175

. 

Τhe participants of the organized criminal networks in organ trade are; 

a. The international coordinators/brokers, who are the establishers of the network 

and are the ones who decide upon strategic agreements
176

. Otherwise referred to as 

“middlemen”, they are the ones who are in immediate contact with the recipient and 

negotiate the recipient’s payments to the network
177

. Those payments will later be 

distributed to the members of the network (brokers, recruiters), to the medical 

professionals and maybe to the supplier
178

. 
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b. The local recruiters, who are assigned the task of finding victims
179

. They persuade 

them that by giving an organ they will fix their financial and social problems
180

. In 

order to do so, they hide information about the whole process and make sure that the 

supplier or victim will stick to the decision of “donating” until the operation takes 

place, while always counting on the desperate need of a better life the victims have
181

. 

Usually, they are nationals of the country in which they “harbor” in
182

. Interestingly 

enough, findings have shown that a large number of recruiters were once victims of 

organ trafficking themselves
183

. They can also be easily replaceable
184

. 

c. The medical professionals, who may be surgeons, anesthesiologists and 

nephrologists
185

. They originate from different countries
186

. To aid the doctors, the 

involvement of nurses and other medical staff is mandatory
187

. They ignore the 

altruistic and ethical character that organ transplantation must have
188

. They overlook 

the scripted cover-up stories that the suppliers elaborately say with the help of the 

recruiters in order to move on to the transplant (they usually state that they are family 

members of the recipient
189

 and that they are not receiving any monetary payment
190

). 

The surgeons continue with the operation and usually make large sums of money and 

gain publicity in their sector
191

. Doctors that have been questioned about disregarding 

the ethical and altruistic nature of medicine have denied doing so
192

. 

d. The medical facilities in which the transplant takes place have a principal role in the 

whole project
193

. Medical facilities are also the places where the supplier and 

recipient get matched via blood and urine tests
194

. The administrative staff of these 

facilities are involved in the publishing of illicit licenses and authorizations- such as, 

licensing medical personnel, licensing for the specific purpose of the organ 

transplant, licensing of the medical facilities and approving the organ transplants
195

. 

Additionally, there are also the enforcers, the minders, the drivers and the translators who 

are responsible of more minor tasks that are, at the same time, rather necessary for the whole 

process
196

. All of these actors negotiate and cooperate across borders, they bring people 
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together who live miles away from each other
197

 in the most “binding” way possible- the one 

gives their organ to the other.  

Consequently, one needs to underline the fact that there are small regional operations, 

medium sub-regional operations and large trans-regional operations that participate in organ 

trafficking and trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal
198

. 

It is clear that the more transnational organized crime becomes, the distribution of people 

and their organs throughout the world becomes more and more severe and difficult to hunt 

down
199

. There is a great demand of international cooperation in order to trace the footprints 

of the organ trade in all of these countries it operates in
200

. Reports and information
201

 about 

all of the actors in criminal networks and detailed understanding of their exact activity have 

not yet reached the hands of the ones that are going to alleviate them
202

. It is a matter of the 

globalized and post-modern era that requires new and advanced means in order for it to 

belong in the past
203

. 

 

According to the United Nations’ Office on Drugs and Crimes, “If crime crosses borders, 

so must law enforcement. If the rule of law is undermined not only in one country, but in 

many, then those who defend it cannot limit themselves to purely national means. If the 

enemies of progress and human rights seek to exploit the openness and opportunities of 

globalization for their purposes, then we must exploit those very same factors to defend 

human rights and defeat the forces of crime, corruption and trafficking in human beings”.
204
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source; Shimazono for WHO (2007) 

 

7. Case Studies 
In sections 7.1 and 7.2 two of the most important case studies on the topic are 

presented. The first one took place in Europe and the second one in Asia, helping you to 

understand the differences and the similarities of the matter in different parts of the world and 

thus comprehend its transnational nature. 

 

7.1 The Medicus Clinic  
     The Medicus Clinic case is considered to be the largest prosecuted case in the field of 

illicit organ transplantations to date
205

. The clinic is located in Pristina, Kosovo
206

. The 

Republic of Kosovo is the second poorest country in Europe with high percentages of 

impoverished citizens who are unemployed and live under horrible circumstances
207

. 

In 2008, there was an inexplicably large number of arrivals in Pristina, which was 

noticed by immigration authorities. The supposed reason of the arrivals was the treatment of 

heart diseases with invitations signed by the Medicus Clinic, which-oddly enough- is not 

specialized in heart malfunctions
208

. In addition, a 23 year old man collapsed in front of 
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authorities at the airport of Pristina in November of 2008 before boarding. Investigators raised 

his shirt and found a fresh scar in his abdomen
209

.  

After this incident, the Medicus Clinic was suspected for participating in criminal 

networks that organized illicit kidney removals and transplantations; investigations were 

intensively initiated. During authority examinations, three men with letters from the clinic in 

their baggage were arrested at the airport
210

. The first was an Israeli man (Moshe Harel) who 

was a broker committing an organ transplantation crime
211

. The second was a Turkish man 

who was the organ supplier and the third one was the brother of the recipient. It was evident, 

after his questioning, that the supplier was in an extremely poor health condition and he 

confessed in having his kidney removed
212

.  

After this confession, local police raided Medicus Clinic and found out that the 

recipient of the kidney removed from the Turkish man was present there
213

. The arrest of the 

director and the owner of the clinic followed up. The documents in the computers were now 

in the hands of the local police
214

. The United Nations Interim Administration Mission in 

Kosovo (UNMIK) started to carry out the investigations from that point after
215

.  

     It was discovered that in 2005 the owner of the Medicus Clinic, an urologist called    Lutfi 

Dervishi
216

, had contacted Turkey and started setting up a criminal network specialized in 

illicit organ transplantations
217

. For this to be possible, a Turkish doctor, Yusuf Sonmez
218

 

was illegally granted a license to perform operations in Pristina by the Ministry of Health in 

2008
219

. It should be noted that Kosovo health law prohibits organ transplants
220

. He was 

allegedly flying to Kosovo frequently and had performed around 3,000 organ transplants 

between unrelated suppliers and recipients
221

. 

     Confirming the transnational nature of such criminal acts, there were at least 24 foreign 

kidney suppliers recruited in 2008
222

. Their countries of origin were Israel, Russia, Ukraine, 

Kazakhstan and Belarus
223

. One supplier testified that he got involved in kidney donation 

after seeing related advertisements in Russia
224

. On the other side of the spectrum, the 

recipients who were the matches of the suppliers originated from Ukraine, Israel, Poland, 

Turkey, Canada and Germany
225

. It was mandatory for the suppliers to sign a contract that 

reassured that the donation of their kidney is purely voluntary and altruistic and that their 

kidney is being donated to a relative or a stranger, without payment
226

.  
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They were given very little time to examine the contract
227

. Also, the rehabilitation of 

the donors after the removal of their kidneys lasted only 4-5 days and they were sent back to 

their countries
228

. The promised payment of the suppliers was 30,000 USD but, apparently, 

only some suppliers received part of this monetary amount and others received no money 

whatsoever. On the other hand, the recipients had to pay around 108, 000 USD to have a 

kidney transplanted. They were escorted to Pristina via Istanbul and had to pay in advance or 

in cash at their arrival at the clinic
229

.  

     “The victims were transported by means of threat or use of force or other forms of 

coercion, by fraud or deception, by the abuse of power or use of the donor victims positions 

of vulnerability, or by giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of 

those persons for the removal of their organs (kidneys), for the purpose of the exploitation of 

the donor victims”, states the lead prosecutor of the Medicus Clinic case
230

. The Special 

Prosecution Office charged seven persons for participating in the illicit kidney 

transplantations in Pristina in 2010.  

One of these seven was a government official who was charged of trafficking in 

persons, participation in organized crime, unlawful exercise of medical activity, abusing 

official position or authority, grievous bodily harm, fraud and falsifying of official 

documents
231

. Subsequently, in April 2013, five of the seven who were accused were 

convicted
232

. One of them was Lutfi Dervishi, the clinic owner, who was sentenced up to 

eight years in prison and was charged a 10,000 EUR fine. He was found guilty of unlawful 

medical practice. Sonmez and Harel were acquitted but since 2010 they have been subjects of 

an International Wanted Notice of Interpol. Finally, in 2012, Harel was arrested in Israel and 

was accused of various organ trafficking acts. Medicus Clinic shut down after this scandal
233

.  

 

     
                           Lutfi Dervishi                   Moshe Harel                      Yusuf Sonmez 
 
7.2 Organ trafficking in People’s Republic of China 
     China is the Mecca of illicit organ transplantations in all of Asia and the second country 

worldwide in the field
234

. Transplantations in the country have begun since the 1960s
235

. 
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There was no organ donation system in the country before 2010. It is estimated that, before 

2010, there were 120,000 organs transplanted in China but at the same time only 130 

deceased organ donations
236

. According to the World Health Organization, there were 12,000 

kidney and liver transplants in 2005
237

.  

Where were all these organs taken from if not from deceased patients who agreed on 

donating? The answer is from inmates in state prisons
238

. Statements of Chinese doctors and 

prison guards have proved that “the Chinese state systematically takes kidneys, corneas, liver 

tissue and heart valves from executed prisoners”
239

. The Human Rights Asia report of 1995 

and Amnesty International confirm that organs are harvested from 2,000 prisoners per year, a 

number which grows in accordance with the demand of organs
240

.  

The number of inmate executions in 1996 was 4,367
241

. Organ removing from 

executed prisoners without their consent was legal from 1984 to 2015
242

. The fact that organ 

harvesting from prisoners was banned in 2015 does not mean that the situation will come to 

an end, analysists say. There is a great absence of prisoners’ rights, the arbitrary power of 

prison authorities, the lack of access to medical care and lawyers, the lack of investigative 

power in cases of abuse and general widespread corruption in Chinese prisons- this situation 

indicates that organ harvesting is still a reality
243

. 

     There are three ways that organs may be extracted from prisoners; 

• Prisoners may be sentenced to death and then executed. This situation has been going 

on in China for years but it was admitted by the Chinese state just in 2005. 

Supposedly, death-row prisoners are allowed to “voluntarily” donate their organs 

after death. That is against international ethical standards but Chinese officials state 

that prisoners are citizens too and that law shall not deprive them from their right to 

donate their organs. This showcases that after 2015, the exploitation of prisoners via 

organ harvesting has put on the mask of “voluntary citizen donations” and is still 

going strong
244

. 

• Prisoners may be sentenced to death but have their organs harvested before death. 

This gruesome practice has been going for many decades in China. There are reports 

from the 1970s during which military officials wanted high quality organs. In order 

for high quality organs to get transplanted they need to be extracted from a living 

organism. Doctors have testified that they had to extract livers and kidneys from still-

living bodies
245

. 

• Prisoners of conscience that have not consented in any donations have their organs 

removed. Particularly, religious minorities, such as Falun Gong
246

, Tibetan Buddhists 

and Uighur Muslims are the main targets of the heinous organ removals
247

. 
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source; The International Coalition to End Organ Pillaging in China 

 

     Who are the recipients of the organs harvested from executed Chinese prisoners? Some 

of the organs are meant for politically distinguished Chinese. Other organs are sold to 

patients in Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Japan and other Asian countries, who are 

willing to pay around 30,000 USD for an organ
248

.  

In 1997, a Japanese broker confessed in participating in an organ harvesting network. 

All of his clients returned to Japan with new healthy kidneys taken from prisoners in 

China
249

. People in need of organ transplants who cannot afford to go to the West to have 

the (illicit) operations go to China and have a prisoner’s organ transplanted in their 

bodies
250

. 

    Organ harvesting in Chinese prisons has been called “body theft”, it is a bioethical 

scandal, a horrendous crime, an evident violation of human rights, a violation of 

international medical ethics and an act of dehumanization of prisoners
251

. There is a need 

of political and legal reform
252

. The international community ought to focus on the matter 

and cooperate with the Chinese state to put an end to this criminal situation. 
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8. Legal Framework 
For an ameliorated understanding of trafficking in persons, trafficking in organs and 

organ removal the following legal papers are being presented.  

• ECOSOC Resolution 2004/22 Preventing and combating trafficking in human 

organs
253

 

• UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Resolution 25/1 

Preventing and combating trafficking in human organs and trafficking in persons for 

the purpose of organ removal (2016)
254

 

• United Nations Protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons, 

especially women and children (2000)
255

 

• World Health Organization | Guiding Principles on human cell, tissue and organ 

transplantation (2010)
256

 

• United Nations General Assembly | Global Plan on combating trafficking in persons 

(2017)
257

 

• World Health Organization Resolution WHA57.18 (2004) Human organ and tissue 

transplantation
258

 

• The human organs and tissue transplantation Act of 1994, India
259

 

• Declaration of Istanbul on organ trafficking and transplant tourism (2008)
260

 

• Consensus Statement of the Amsterdam Forum on the care of the living donor 

(2004)
261

 

• Council of Europe Convention against trafficking in human organs (2015)
262

 

• United Nations General Assembly | Resolution S-21/2 Key actions for the further 

implementation of the Programme of Action of the International Conference on 

Population and Development (1999)
263

 

• United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)
264
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 declarationofistanbul.org (2008), [online] Available at;  

http://www.declarationofistanbul.org/ 
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 who.int (2004), Publications [online] Available at; 

https://www.who.int/transplantation/publications/ConsensusStatementShort.pdf 
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 edqm.eu (2015), Documents [online] Available at; https://www.edqm.eu/sites/default/files/convention-

trafficking_human_organs-march2015.pdf 
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• United Nations Convention against transnational organized crime and the Protocols 

Thereto United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (2004)
265

 

 

9. Conclusion 
     Trafficking in human organs and trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal 

are not just two regular crimes for those who are to prevent and combat them. More 

intricately and precisely, they constitute of a general situation that describes the last 

decades. The more advanced human rights protection is, the more elaborated the means to 

violate it are going to be. Selling human organs and trafficking in persons to harvest their 

organs is a scheme of rather high complexity, brutality and dispersion.  

What is utterly intriguing about it is that no one could ever be certain that they are 

never to get affected by it. Anyone could be in desperate need for either an organ or 

money. Survival is one of the main instincts of human beings and as we live in a more 

globalized and complicated world, the word “survival” acquires new meanings and means. 

This fusion of people from different countries, classes, social backgrounds, age, gender and 

so on, that globalization both creates and calls for is manifested via organized crime and its 

illicit activities. We live in an era where an illegal kidney transplant is what shall bring 

people together. Organized crime is becoming more and more global and that constitutes of 

a possible threat for each and everyone on this planet. 

     An illicit organ transplant could be the reason for a life to be destroyed. It may result in 

terrible health conditions, inability to work, social stigma, further desperation and mental 

disorders. It usually scars the already “scarred” of this world and their families. It shatters 

villages and societies and it enhances the differences between international citizens.  

     There is a long way to go in order for the United Nations and other international actors 

to say that the matter is being combated. Organ trade is now targeted by those who aspire 

to prevent it but, evidently enough, it is still unhampered.  There is an urgent call for 

further investigations and research, for the protection and follow-up care of those already 

struck by the crime, for the punishment of criminals, for the tackling of criminal 

organizations, for the enhancement of legal frameworks and maybe then, consequently, 

international organ trade will come to an end. 

 

10. Points to be addressed  
1. How can the commercialization and purchase of human organs be tackled and 

instead how can altruistic and ethical means of organ donating become the only 

means of giving and receiving an organ? 

2. How may the problem of organ shortage get solved? 

3. What are the ways to raise awareness among target groups and prevent their 

further exploitation? 
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 ohchr.org (1989), Documents [online] Available at; 
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265
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4. How can the protection of the victims be ensured? 

5. How can follow-up medical care (physical, mental) of the suppliers be ensured? 

6. By what means may the participation of victims in the economic and social 

sphere be ensured after an organ removal? 

7. In what ways may victims that cannot work due to medical malfunctions after 

illegal organ transplants live decently? 

8. How can the liability of legal persons (i.e. hospitals, doctors) be established? 

9. In what way may organ removal from children be combated? 

10. In what way may organ removal from refugees be combated? 

11. In what way may organ removal from prisoners be combated? 

12. How will organized criminal networks be targeted and how will their illicit 

actions end? 

13. In what ways legal frameworks on organ trade and trafficking in persons for 

organ removal be updated and enhanced? 

14. How could the strengthening of local, regional and international cooperation be 

achieved? 

15. How can the United Nations counteract trafficking in human organs and 

trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal?   
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